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Medical Devices Vigilance System
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Version 2.7en
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1 Administrative information
Type of report
2 Information on submitter of the report
Status of submitter
3 Manufacturer information
4 Authorised Representative Information
5 National contact point information
6 Medical device information
Class
7 Description of the FSCA
Attached please find
FSN Status
within the EEA and Switzerland
Candidate Countries 
The medical device has been distributed to the following countries:
8 Comments
Submission of this report does not, in itself, represent a conclusion by the manufacturer and/or authorised representative or the National Competent Authority that the content of this report is complete or accurate, that the medical device(s) listed failed in any manner and/or that the medical device(s) caused or contributed to the alleged death or deterioration in the state of the health of any person.
 
I affirm that the information given above is correct 
to the best of my knowledge
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FSCA Report Form
walter.schnell@online.de
Walter Schnell
2010-03-05
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	fscaBackground: PEROUSE MEDICAL became aware on August 22nd 2023 about two complaints  concerning a defective primary packaging of DOLPHIN inflation device. Some blisters present a visible crack on their side.An investigation was performed by measuring retained samples manufactured since January 2023. The measure of  samples shows that some wall thickness are thin (batches manufactured between March and June 2023).
	fscaDescription: 1/ Description of the deviceDolphin Inflation Device is used during angioplasty procedures to inflate balloon catheter, control pressure and deflate the balloon catheter.Dolphin is packaged in a single sterile thermosealed blister.2/ Risk to HealthIf the blister of DOLPHIN inflation device has a crack, it could potentially conduct to a sterility lost of the device and a potential risk for the patient (infection).So, PEROUSE MEDICAL has decided to recall all the batches manufactured between March and June 2023.3/ Investigation and Root cause analysisThe main cause is linked to the equipement :  malfunction of one of the heating rresistance having generated non-compliant thicknesses. .  The deviation wasn't identified at manufacturing step.In fact, several parts of the blister are checked (thickness measurement) to chek the conformity of the product. This inspection is carried out throughout the production process. However, the zone identified with the defect had not been considered as a risk part and was therefore not included in the inspection plan.A CAPA plan is on going to avoid any recurence.The defective resistance was replaced at the end of June 2023. Following this intervention, all the thicknesses measured comply with the specifications.4/ ConclusionTherefore Perouse Medical takes the following decision (CAPA23-059):- Blocking the finished devices batches involved available in the stock of Vygon SA (Vygon group central distribution plateform).- Voluntary recall of devices shipped to customers by Vygon SA- Return of the involved batches of these devices
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